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l e g a l  d i s c l a i m e r

This document is issued within the framework of and for the purpose of the Level Up 
project. This project has received funding from the European Union’s Erasmus+ KA2 programme 
(E+KA2/2020-2023) under grant agreement n° 2020-1-CY01-KA203-065985 (LEVEL UP, 
http://level-up-project.eu/). Opinions expressed and arguments employed herein do not 
necessarily reflect the official views of the European Commission. Neither the European 
Commission nor the Level Up partners bear any responsibility for any use that may be made of 
the information contained herein. This document and its content are the property of the Level Up 
Consortium. All rights relevant to this document are determined by the applicable laws. Access to 
this document does not grant any right or license on the document or its contents. Level Up partners 
may use this document in conformity with the Level Up Consortium Partner Agreement provisions. 

People in their daily lives look for ways to become successful and happy, but often they 
face obstacles to do so. So, what are the secrets to a successful life? What are the 
characteristics of successful people? What skills can enhance people’s quality of life and 
contribute to coping with the daily difficulties they face, as well as their professional development? 

The aim of this course is to provide answers to the above questions and to motivate students 
to grow through self-awareness and development of a personal development plan. This course 
covers cutting-edge research on how people acquire self-regulatory skills enabling them to achieve 
personal, academic, and professional goals. Students will learn, how these discoveries relate to 
needs, cognitions, emotions, and behaviors, and what tools can be used to achieve their goals.

This course focuses on introducing transversal or life skills, such as the 
ability to set goals and achieve them, emotion regulation, conflict resolution, assertiveness, 
creativity etc. The aim is to help students understand how, through the acquisition of these 
skills, they can develop flexibility, adaptability, and manage challenges of everyday life. 

The course focuses on the transition from traditionally focused teaching of purely theoretical 
content, to a scientifically supported education oriented towards the development of skills, 
knowledge, and ways of application in everyday life. In the context of this methodology, students 
will have the opportunity to evaluate their skills and to be trained in a systematic self-observation of 
their behavior. More specifically, the course will be delivered in a way that will help students apply 
their knowledge in their daily lives through applied personal development exercises. At the same 
time, as they acquire new knowledge, students will have the opportunity to understand the basic 
elements that consist of the specific skills, to debunk myths, as well as to link this knowledge with 
their personal and professional development, by creating an individual self-development plan.

c o u r s e  o v e r v i e w
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OVERVIEW

This lesson sheds light on 
the key ability of the human 

species to regulate 
behaviors using 

self-reflection and 
self-management.

Through this course we will 
examine how self-regulation 

contributes to individuals’ 
autonomous growth, 

wellbeing, in managing 
employability and 

maintaining life success.               

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

It is expected that upon completion of the seminar, learners will be able to:

1.  Recognize major theoretical perspectives, and figures in psychology and their link to trends 
in contemporary research.

2.  Use basic psychological terminology, concepts, and theories related to soft skills.

3.  Explain why each skill is important and how it is linked to success.

4.  Predict how individual differences influence skills competence.

5.  Identify principal methods and types of questions that emerge in specific content domains.

6.  Describe examples of relevant and practical applications of these skills to everyday life.

LAYING THE FOUNDATION;
SELF-REGULATION AS A CORE SOFT SKILL

Lesson 1

LESSON WALKTHROUGH

1.  Which are the factors leading to success? Success’ fac-
tors can be predetermined (e.g. genes, prior experience) and 
modifiable (e.g. skills, attitudes, beliefs, knowledge). 

Lyubomirsky, S., Sheldon, K. M., & Schkade, D. (2005). 
Pursuing happiness: The architecture of sustainable change. 
Review of general psychology, 9(2), 111-131.

2.  To improve success rates, we can alter the ‘modifiable’ 
factors. How? Through Self-regulation. Self-regulation (SR) 
is a ‘metaskill’ that allows us to understand and manage our 
behavior. Self-regulation is a higher skill that activates other 
skills.

Fujita, K. (2011). On conceptualizing self-control as more 
than the effortful inhibition of impulses. Personality and so-
cial psychology review, 15(4), 352-366.

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1037/1089-2680.9.2.111?casa_token=TOaBimn0muwAAAAA:vCokqY4I-5-ExCubZqxCCVWo2GVN0JgSAoqrnlOkG7bMse-TER0iwTxNI3wc9JzfEWzoYFphWNfR
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1037/1089-2680.9.2.111?casa_token=TOaBimn0muwAAAAA:vCokqY4I-5-ExCubZqxCCVWo2GVN0JgSAoqrnlOkG7bMse-TER0iwTxNI3wc9JzfEWzoYFphWNfR
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1037/1089-2680.9.2.111?casa_token=TOaBimn0muwAAAAA:vCokqY4I-5-ExCubZqxCCVWo2GVN0JgSAoqrnlOkG7bMse-TER0iwTxNI3wc9JzfEWzoYFphWNfR
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1037/1089-2680.9.2.111?casa_token=TOaBimn0muwAAAAA:vCokqY4I-5-ExCubZqxCCVWo2GVN0JgSAoqrnlOkG7bMse-TER0iwTxNI3wc9JzfEWzoYFphWNfR
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1088868311411165?casa_token=xmC-iKSvmH4AAAAA%3AiyDIxVjLRwvEd544k4ZUECl1oM8wGpOQDzrusqbC5iHF35Nf8kGwG66UHj6VSxgbZOTV6EZpFgjU&
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1088868311411165?casa_token=xmC-iKSvmH4AAAAA%3AiyDIxVjLRwvEd544k4ZUECl1oM8wGpOQDzrusqbC5iHF35Nf8kGwG66UHj6VSxgbZOTV6EZpFgjU&
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1088868311411165?casa_token=xmC-iKSvmH4AAAAA%3AiyDIxVjLRwvEd544k4ZUECl1oM8wGpOQDzrusqbC5iHF35Nf8kGwG66UHj6VSxgbZOTV6EZpFgjU&
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TAKE HOME 
MESSAGE

Success is not predetermined, 
since there are factors that im-
pact our success, and they are 

modifiable. These factors can be 
changed through self-awareness 

and self-management.

Ludwig, V. U., Brown, K. W., & Brewer, J. A. (2020). Self-reg-
ulation without force: Can awareness leverage reward to 
drive behavior change?. Perspectives on Psychological Sci-
ence, 15(6), 1382-1399.

Inzlicht, M., Werner, K. M., Briskin, J. L., & Roberts, B. W. 
(2021). Integrating models of self-regulation. Annual Review 
of Psychology, 72, 319-345.

3.  Two of SR main components are a) Self-awareness and 
b) self-management. During this course we will present 
aspects of both components, but with special emphasis on 
self-awareness development. Self-awareness is our unique 
ability as humans to think about our own thoughts, emotions, 
and behaviors. Self-management is the ability to change 
thinking patterns and behaviors and regulate emotions. 

Reeve, J. (2009). Understanding motivation and emotion, 5th 
ed. John Wiley & Sons. 

Shah, J. Y., & Gardner, W. L. (Eds.). (2008). Handbook of 
motivation science. Guilford Press.  

Peterson, C., & Seligman, M. E. (2004). Character strengths 
and virtues: A handbook and classification (Vol. 1). Oxford 
University Press. 

Vohs, K. D., & Baumeister, R. F. (Eds.). (2016). Handbook of 
self-regulation: Research, theory, and applications. Guilford 
Publications. 

Duckworth, A. L. (2011). The significance of self-control. 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 108(7), 
2639-2640.

4.  Self-Regulation is associated with better life outcomes 
(physical health, adjustment, mental health, social relation-
ships etc.)

Duckworth, A. L. (2011). The significance of self-control. 
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 108(7), 
2639-2640.

Duckworth, A. L., & Seligman, M. E. (2017). The science and 
practice of self-control. Perspectives on Psychological Sci-
ence, 12(5), 715-718

Peterson, C., & Seligman, M. E. (2004). Character strengths 
and virtues: A handbook and classification (Vol. 1). Oxford 
University Press. 

5.  Challenges in self-regulation. Developing self-regulation

is an ongoing process. Additionally, due to capacity 
limits, self-regulatory challenges are inevitable sometimes. 
Self-compassion is a critical aspect of self-regultion 
development process. 

Muraven, M., & Baumeister, R. F. (2000). Self-regulation and 
depletion of limited resources: Does self-control resemble a 
muscle?. Psychological bulletin, 126(2), 247.

Biber, D. D., & Ellis, R. (2019). The effect of self-compas-
sion on the self-regulation of health behaviors: A systematic 
review. Journal of Health Psychology, 24(14), 2060-2071.

6.  Which self-regulation strategies are the most adaptive? It 
depends on the context. Introducing the concept of ‘Self-reg-
ulatory flexibility’. 

Hennecke, M., Czikmantori, T., & Brandstätter, V. (2019). Do-
ing despite disliking: Self–regulatory strategies in everyday 
aversive activities. European Journal of Personality, 33(1), 
104-128.

Bürgler, S., Hoyle, R. H., & Hennecke, M. (2020). Flexibili-
ty in using self-regulatory strategies to manage self-control 
conflicts: The role of metacognitive knowledge, strategy 
repertoire, and feedback monitoring. European Journal of 
Personality, 0890207021992907.

Bonanno, G. A., & Burton, C. L. (2013). Regulatory flexibility: 
An individual differences perspective on coping and emotion 
regulation. Perspectives on Psychological Science, 8(6), 
591-612.

7.  The aim of this course is to help participants increase 
one of the two SR components: ‘Self-awareness’. Introduc-
ing “Mindfulness” as moment-to-moment, non-judgmental 
awareness.

Shapiro, S. L., Carlson, L. E., Astin, J. A., & Freedman, B. 
(2006). Mechanisms of mindfulness. Journal of clinical psy-
chology, 62(3), 373-386.

Kabat-Zinn, J. (2015). Mindfulness. Mindfulness, 6(6), 1481-
1483.

Kabat-Zinn, J. (2012). Mindfulness for beginners: Reclaiming 
the present moment—and your life.

8.  POST LESSON ACTIVITIES 
Participants fill self-assessment and homework activity 1 
(see Activity 1 in appendices). Instructors fill the fidelity ques-
tionnaire (see Fidelity questionnaire in appendices).

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Through this lesson, 
students will be able to:

1. Define Self-regu-
lation as part of self-

growth and describe its 
key components.

2. List the positive 
effects of self-regula-

tion, enhancement, and 
inhibiting factors.

3. Reflect on their own 
level of competence for 

self-regulation skills.

4. Describe examples 
of self-regulation into 

everyday life.

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691620931460?casa_token=l48tpsIW8QgAAAAA:d-aT9psAR0ZzAzKZ-tqM3BOCDfjpdzM20jLQssNfz_ER1XWHdBfXluH20w2gGW-g7xgv7i_mvwCA
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691620931460?casa_token=l48tpsIW8QgAAAAA:d-aT9psAR0ZzAzKZ-tqM3BOCDfjpdzM20jLQssNfz_ER1XWHdBfXluH20w2gGW-g7xgv7i_mvwCA
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691620931460?casa_token=l48tpsIW8QgAAAAA:d-aT9psAR0ZzAzKZ-tqM3BOCDfjpdzM20jLQssNfz_ER1XWHdBfXluH20w2gGW-g7xgv7i_mvwCA
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691620931460?casa_token=l48tpsIW8QgAAAAA:d-aT9psAR0ZzAzKZ-tqM3BOCDfjpdzM20jLQssNfz_ER1XWHdBfXluH20w2gGW-g7xgv7i_mvwCA
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/full/10.1146/annurev-psych-061020-105721?casa_token=ZGQGVbiNatcAAAAA:Zec4TJ1HIaAzd0iz6Q74RJ2vfytSNLOQDK9A6BcAkr1ul5wPc4cVicozHmR07krUQ6jW8PUfpqdvdbM
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/full/10.1146/annurev-psych-061020-105721?casa_token=ZGQGVbiNatcAAAAA:Zec4TJ1HIaAzd0iz6Q74RJ2vfytSNLOQDK9A6BcAkr1ul5wPc4cVicozHmR07krUQ6jW8PUfpqdvdbM
https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/full/10.1146/annurev-psych-061020-105721?casa_token=ZGQGVbiNatcAAAAA:Zec4TJ1HIaAzd0iz6Q74RJ2vfytSNLOQDK9A6BcAkr1ul5wPc4cVicozHmR07krUQ6jW8PUfpqdvdbM
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/108/7/2639.full.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/108/7/2639.full.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/108/7/2639.full.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/108/7/2639.full.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/108/7/2639.full.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/108/7/2639.full.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1745691617690880?casa_token=TA96hd44Gg4AAAAA:Sj6dNbOPM1xZqX0jbMRn3L361Y-2pA5nGA85z-OJQfhjoMNdUSjSAJ8-y76MuB6HkBiQ1yugiTPw
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1745691617690880?casa_token=TA96hd44Gg4AAAAA:Sj6dNbOPM1xZqX0jbMRn3L361Y-2pA5nGA85z-OJQfhjoMNdUSjSAJ8-y76MuB6HkBiQ1yugiTPw
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1745691617690880?casa_token=TA96hd44Gg4AAAAA:Sj6dNbOPM1xZqX0jbMRn3L361Y-2pA5nGA85z-OJQfhjoMNdUSjSAJ8-y76MuB6HkBiQ1yugiTPw
https://www.onlinecasinoground.nl/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Does-Self-Control-Resemble-a-Muscle-Muraven-ea-2000.pdf
https://www.onlinecasinoground.nl/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Does-Self-Control-Resemble-a-Muscle-Muraven-ea-2000.pdf
https://www.onlinecasinoground.nl/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Does-Self-Control-Resemble-a-Muscle-Muraven-ea-2000.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1359105317713361?casa_token=i_vfd_hJ-EwAAAAA:wys_D9tMESlFqAv2mpHY4TqHFnmERcGpNNeVSe9pxHjgUae_CvogVN6DDmlRShdCMkmriahhfIO5
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1359105317713361?casa_token=i_vfd_hJ-EwAAAAA:wys_D9tMESlFqAv2mpHY4TqHFnmERcGpNNeVSe9pxHjgUae_CvogVN6DDmlRShdCMkmriahhfIO5
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1359105317713361?casa_token=i_vfd_hJ-EwAAAAA:wys_D9tMESlFqAv2mpHY4TqHFnmERcGpNNeVSe9pxHjgUae_CvogVN6DDmlRShdCMkmriahhfIO5
Hennecke, M., Czikmantori, T., & Brandstätter, V. (2019). Doing despite disliking: Self–regulatory strategies in everyday aversive activities. European Journal of Personality, 33(1), 104-128.
Hennecke, M., Czikmantori, T., & Brandstätter, V. (2019). Doing despite disliking: Self–regulatory strategies in everyday aversive activities. European Journal of Personality, 33(1), 104-128.
Hennecke, M., Czikmantori, T., & Brandstätter, V. (2019). Doing despite disliking: Self–regulatory strategies in everyday aversive activities. European Journal of Personality, 33(1), 104-128.
Hennecke, M., Czikmantori, T., & Brandstätter, V. (2019). Doing despite disliking: Self–regulatory strategies in everyday aversive activities. European Journal of Personality, 33(1), 104-128.
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0890207021992907
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0890207021992907
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0890207021992907
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0890207021992907
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0890207021992907
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691613504116?casa_token=EOOLLi_froMAAAAA:s1zGrfL61CeJLHe9NnJ4IIB12q_50fv5TwCIQyrXvz5x4RaqLZ1NKkvzvFqUHNvtT_BqSHyLL2T4
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691613504116?casa_token=EOOLLi_froMAAAAA:s1zGrfL61CeJLHe9NnJ4IIB12q_50fv5TwCIQyrXvz5x4RaqLZ1NKkvzvFqUHNvtT_BqSHyLL2T4
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691613504116?casa_token=EOOLLi_froMAAAAA:s1zGrfL61CeJLHe9NnJ4IIB12q_50fv5TwCIQyrXvz5x4RaqLZ1NKkvzvFqUHNvtT_BqSHyLL2T4
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691613504116?casa_token=EOOLLi_froMAAAAA:s1zGrfL61CeJLHe9NnJ4IIB12q_50fv5TwCIQyrXvz5x4RaqLZ1NKkvzvFqUHNvtT_BqSHyLL2T4
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/jclp.20237?casa_token=DmWN9dngsAAAAAAA:MHohm7BsganB6Ek77YxXR2vJtUKkYpcqthh8lBJZxDJ0HRMLrdn3hsD5y54Q98aWYsWIZXzWBxn8beM
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/jclp.20237?casa_token=DmWN9dngsAAAAAAA:MHohm7BsganB6Ek77YxXR2vJtUKkYpcqthh8lBJZxDJ0HRMLrdn3hsD5y54Q98aWYsWIZXzWBxn8beM
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/jclp.20237?casa_token=DmWN9dngsAAAAAAA:MHohm7BsganB6Ek77YxXR2vJtUKkYpcqthh8lBJZxDJ0HRMLrdn3hsD5y54Q98aWYsWIZXzWBxn8beM
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12671-015-0456-x&casa_token=1nJUNujbn00AAAAA:QgV5LeC7U_GUtg1rdarC2GB3_eIFpnKwtFf4a3cHv9XK_LRisQ5KbOYLQ-jAUQO94gKaCY2vOIExRnMr
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12671-015-0456-x&casa_token=1nJUNujbn00AAAAA:QgV5LeC7U_GUtg1rdarC2GB3_eIFpnKwtFf4a3cHv9XK_LRisQ5KbOYLQ-jAUQO94gKaCY2vOIExRnMr
https://books.google.com.cy/books?hl=el&lr=&id=moJ5CwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PA1&dq=Kabat-Zinn,+J.+(2012).+Mindfulness+for+beginners:+Reclaiming+the+present+moment%E2%80%94and+your+life.&ots=dYQoIaSuHg&sig=Xra-VAqRF1TE90QbuW3cx8FOdSM&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=Kabat-Zinn%2C%20J.%20(2012).%20Mindfulness%20for%20beginners%3A%20Reclaiming%20the%20present%20moment%E2%80%94and%20your%20life.&f=false
https://books.google.com.cy/books?hl=el&lr=&id=moJ5CwAAQBAJ&oi=fnd&pg=PA1&dq=Kabat-Zinn,+J.+(2012).+Mindfulness+for+beginners:+Reclaiming+the+present+moment%E2%80%94and+your+life.&ots=dYQoIaSuHg&sig=Xra-VAqRF1TE90QbuW3cx8FOdSM&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q=Kabat-Zinn%2C%20J.%20(2012).%20Mindfulness%20for%20beginners%3A%20Reclaiming%20the%20present%20moment%E2%80%94and%20your%20life.&f=false
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OVERVIEW

This lesson focuses on 
presenting the core guiding 
principles that shape what is 
good, desirable, or important 

in our daily life.

Additionally, it introduces 
learners on how to translate 

these guiding values into 
meaningful and consistent 

actions.

VALUES AND COMMITTED ACTIONS 
TOWARDS THEM

LESSON WALKTHROUGH

1.  What Values are? Values are ‘desired qualities of 
behaviour’ (What sort of employee, manager, co-worker, 
friend, partner etc.). 

Boniwell, I. (2012). Positive Psychology In A Nutshell: The 
Science Of Happiness: The Science of Happiness. Mc-
Graw-Hill Education (UK). 

Harris, R. (2009). ACT made simple: An easy-to-read 
primer on acceptance and commitment therapy. 
New Harbinger Publications

Luoma, J. B., Hayes, S. C., & Walser, R. D. (2007). Learning 
ACT: An acceptance & commitment therapy skills-training 
manual for therapists. New Harbinger Publications.

2.  Why values are important for our lives? Discuss the 
importance of values in our lives and how and why following 

our values benefits our lives.

Harris, R. (2009). ACT made simple: An easy-to-read 
primer on acceptance and commitment therapy. New Harbin-
ger Publications

Luoma, J. B., Hayes, S. C., & Walser, R. D. (2007). Learning 
ACT: An acceptance & commitment therapy skills-training 
manual for therapists. New Harbinger

3.  Values Clarification. Using an activity to help students 
identify their own values and where they stand now:

CLARIFYING YOUR VALUES (Adapted From Tobias 
Lundgren’s Bull’s Eye Worksheet)

A Quick Look at Your Values

4.  Values are not goals. Values cannot be achieved because 
they are moment to moment choices. However, we can set 
goals towards them. Introducing ‘SMART goals’.

Doran, G. T. (1981). There’s a SMART way to write manage-
ment’s goals and objectives. Management review, 70(11), 
35-36.

Boniwell, I. (2012). Positive Psychology In A Nutshell: The 
Science Of Happiness: The Science of Happiness. Mc-
Graw-Hill Education (UK). 

5.  What does it mean if we are facing challenges to achieve 
a goal, we have set?  Values-based goal setting and 
self-compassion are critical to handle failure.

Terry, M. L., & Leary, M. R. (2011). Self-compassion, 
self-regulation, and health. Self and identity, 10(3), 352-362.

Neff, K. D., Hsieh, Y. P., & Dejitterat, K. (2005). 
Self-compassion, achievement goals, and coping with 
academic failure. Self and identity, 4(3), 263-287.

Breines, J. G., & Chen, S. (2012). Self-compassion 
increases self-improvement motivation. Personality and 
Social Psychology Bulletin, 38(9), 1133-1143.

6.  POST LESSON ACTIVITIES
Participants fill self-assessment and homework activity 1 
(see Activity 2 in appendices).

Instructors fill the fidelity questionnaire (see Fidelity 
questionnaire in appendices).

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Through this lesson, 
students will be able to:

1. Describe what values 
are.

2. Define their own 
values.

3. Distinguish values 
from goals.

4. Understand the 
positive impact of values 
and goal setting in our 

lives.

5. Reflect on their own 
level of competence for 

goal setting skills

TAKE HOME 
MESSAGE

Values are like our 
built-in Compass that 
help us to understand 
what really matters in 

our life. 

Becoming aware of our 
values can inform our 
life goals and align our 
goal-directed behavior 
with happier and more 

successful life

From Getting Clear 
About Values – Working 

with ACT)

Lesson 2

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1037/1089-2680.9.2.111?casa_token=TOaBimn0muwAAAAA:vCokqY4I-5-ExCubZqxCCVWo2GVN0JgSAoqrnlOkG7bMse-TER0iwTxNI3wc9JzfEWzoYFphWNfR
https://www.ted.com/talks/emily_esfahani_smith_there_s_more_to_life_than_being_happy
https://thehappinesstrap.com/upimages/Long_Bull's_Eye_Worksheet.pdf
https://www.actmindfully.com.au/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Values_Checklist_-_Russ_Harris.pdf?__cf_chl_captcha_tk__=pmd_9d161ad508e32092686dc88a2b261676326e4c6e-1628000066-0-gqNtZGzNAzijcnBszQdO
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/15298868.2011.558404?casa_token=vbAbVhihPy4AAAAA:KzHP5G6pyGyT3yzwVKPZPNKg6w8ZxFVfhV5ehcSkz7_E89aAhDO6v7M0_h_VxdV6749Bs3y_Xnc4
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/15298868.2011.558404?casa_token=vbAbVhihPy4AAAAA:KzHP5G6pyGyT3yzwVKPZPNKg6w8ZxFVfhV5ehcSkz7_E89aAhDO6v7M0_h_VxdV6749Bs3y_Xnc4
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/13576500444000317?casa_token=NTjrM5J2mi8AAAAA:vgN6gF3EITYw-KyV2CNtA0miRYvSoGeZe5NAZ5uINnh6yZeAbMkmRmdrtWtNznK3RJqvDfrFNmpv
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/13576500444000317?casa_token=NTjrM5J2mi8AAAAA:vgN6gF3EITYw-KyV2CNtA0miRYvSoGeZe5NAZ5uINnh6yZeAbMkmRmdrtWtNznK3RJqvDfrFNmpv
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/13576500444000317?casa_token=NTjrM5J2mi8AAAAA:vgN6gF3EITYw-KyV2CNtA0miRYvSoGeZe5NAZ5uINnh6yZeAbMkmRmdrtWtNznK3RJqvDfrFNmpv
https://workingwithact.com/2011/03/26/getting-clear-about-values/
https://workingwithact.com/2011/03/26/getting-clear-about-values/
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OVERVIEW

We will briefly examine how 
different cognitive processes 
such as attention, memory 
and interpretation affect the 
way we interpret the world 

and how they are involved in 
our daily lives.  

We will learn what ‘unhelpful 
thinking styles’ are and how 
these inflexible patterns of 

thinking affect our psycholog-
ical and social well-being.

IT IS THE WAY WE SEE THE WORLD; 
HUMAN COGNITION, BIASES AND 

PERSPECTIVE TAKING

LESSON WALKTHROUGH

1.  Human brain works as a processor that builds our real-
ity. Reality is many times subjective because the brain it is 
developed based on individual differences in biological basis, 
cultural setting, prior experiences, knowledge etc. Also, the 
human brain, despite its huge capacity, it has restrictions 
(e.g. attentional, perceptual, memory limits etc.). 
These restrictions are a result of evolution (imbalance of 
neocortex with limbic system/primary brain, but also sublim-
inal processing for survival), but also due to ecological pro-
cessing (the brain limits its processing in learned behaviors/ 
familiar contexts). 

Activities related to limits of cognitive processes 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uO8wpm9HSB0

The Invisible Gorilla: And Other Ways Our Intuitions Deceive 
Us

Diener, E., & Biswas-Diener, R. (2008). Happiness: 
Unlocking the mysteries of psychological wealth. 
John Wiley & Sons

Roediger, H. L., & McDermott, K. B. (1995). Creating false 
memories: Remembering words not presented in lists. Jour-
nal of experimental psychology: Learning, Memory, and 
Cognition, 21(4), 803.

Laliberte, E., Yim, H., Stone, B., & Dennis, S. J. (2021). The 
Fallacy of an Airtight Alibi: Understanding Human Memory for 
“Where” Using Experience Sampling. Psychological Science, 
32(6), 944-951.

Koriat, A., Goldsmith, M., & Pansky, A. (2000). Toward a psy-
chology of memory accuracy. Annual review of psychology, 
51(1), 481-537.

2.  What does this mean? Cognitions (representations of 
the world) are the way we interpret and give meaning to 
the world. Due to limited capacity, the brain falls into many 
fallacies (biases, distortions, inflexible thinking patterns and 
hasty conclusions).

Williams, C., & Garland, A. (2002). Identifying and challeng-
ing unhelpful thinking. Advances in Psychiatric Treatment, 
8(5), 377-386.

Yurica, C. L., & DiTomasso, R. A. (2005). Cognitive distor-
tions. In Encyclopedia of cognitive behavior therapy (pp. 117-
122). Springer, Boston, MA.

Compton, W. C., & Hoffman, E. (2019). Positive psychology: 
The science of happiness and flourishing. Sage Publications.

3.  How can we stop that? By adopting a more flexible way 
of thinking meaning to not rush to get conclusions. ‘Perspec-
tive taking’ is a high order skill that allows us to self-reflect on 
our thoughts and additionally find alternative explanations. 
According to that approach there is no right or wrong, but 
multiple perspectives. We have the capacity to see alterna-
tive perspectives, through a voluntary process.
  
Video and Group Discussion 

Studer, B., & Knecht, S. (2016). Motivation: Theory, Neurobi-
ology and Applications. Academic Press.

Branch, & Willson, (2010). Cognitive behavioural therapy for 
dummies. John Wiley & Sons.

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Through this lesson, 
students will be able to:

1. Identify the effects 
of cognitive processes 

and biases on wellbeing, 
happiness and success.

2. Explore how cognitive 
distortions differ from 
flexible thinking (per-

spective taking).

3. Discuss 
evidence-based 
interventions for 

combating cognitive 
distortions.

4. Reflect on examples 
of having inflexible 
thinking styles into 

everyday life.

Lesson 3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uO8wpm9HSB0
http://www.theinvisiblegorilla.com/videos.html
http://www.theinvisiblegorilla.com/videos.html
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797620980752?casa_token=YQQZfBdZaJ4AAAAA:3-zvA6jq5sneUoIOG9Soyol92s7BuYGA3kDk3f9YME7662Xz8CCqITAnYtsvfxwT7LU0oH1dwaJQ
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797620980752?casa_token=YQQZfBdZaJ4AAAAA:3-zvA6jq5sneUoIOG9Soyol92s7BuYGA3kDk3f9YME7662Xz8CCqITAnYtsvfxwT7LU0oH1dwaJQ
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797620980752?casa_token=YQQZfBdZaJ4AAAAA:3-zvA6jq5sneUoIOG9Soyol92s7BuYGA3kDk3f9YME7662Xz8CCqITAnYtsvfxwT7LU0oH1dwaJQ
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956797620980752?casa_token=YQQZfBdZaJ4AAAAA:3-zvA6jq5sneUoIOG9Soyol92s7BuYGA3kDk3f9YME7662Xz8CCqITAnYtsvfxwT7LU0oH1dwaJQ
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/6A41268D959EC97545859A9EAA8065B0/S1355514600010981a.pdf/identifying_and_challenging_unhelpful_thinking.pdf
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/6A41268D959EC97545859A9EAA8065B0/S1355514600010981a.pdf/identifying_and_challenging_unhelpful_thinking.pdf
https://www.cambridge.org/core/services/aop-cambridge-core/content/view/6A41268D959EC97545859A9EAA8065B0/S1355514600010981a.pdf/identifying_and_challenging_unhelpful_thinking.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmpu58yv8-g
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OVERVIEW

We will address and define 
what exactly emotions are 

and their defining 
characteristics;

what purpose and function 
do they serve; how emotions 
relate to thoughts, behaviors 
and mental health, as well 

as how emotion modulation 
is associated to individuals’ 

wellbeing and success.

TAKE HOME 
MESSAGE

Cognitions (mental representa-
tions of the world) are the way 

we interpret the world.

All of us are susceptible to 
cognitive biases (systemat-
ic thinking errors). Cognitive 
biases can lead to errors in 

decisions and judgments and 
become detrimental for our 

happiness and success when 
misplaced.

Recognizing and minimizing 
the frequency of misplaced 

cognitive biases are linked to 
psychological well-being, and 

success.

Norton, P. J. (2012). Group cognitive-behavioral therapy of 
anxiety: A transdiagnostic treatment manual. Guilford Press.

Riggenbach, J. (2012). The CBT toolbox: A workbook for 
clients and clinicians. PESI Publishing & Media.

4.  Flexible thinking is not positive thinking. A balanced, re-
alistic perspective (not a predominantly positive) is linked to 
well-being, happiness, and success.

Forgeard, M. J. C., & Seligman, M. E. P. (2012). Seeing the 
glass half full: A review of the causes and consequences of 
optimism. Pratiques psychologiques, 18(2), 107-120

Branch, & Willson, (2010). Cognitive behavioural therapy for 
dummies. John Wiley & Sons.

Norton, P. J. (2008). An open trial of a transdiagnostic cogni-
tive-behavioral group therapy for anxiety disorder. Behavior 
Therapy, 39(3), 242-250.

Norton, P. J. (2012). Group cognitive-behavioral therapy of 
anxiety: A transdiagnostic treatment manual. Guilford Press.

Riggenbach, J. (2012). The CBT toolbox: A workbook for 
clients and clinicians. PESI Publishing & Media.

Shepperd, J. A., Waters, E. A., Weinstein, N. D., & Klein, W. 
M. (2015). A primer on unrealistic optimism. Current direc-
tions in psychological science, 24(3), 232-237.

Scenario Activity adapted from Mahalik, J. R. (1999). Incor-
porating a gender role strain perspective in assessing and 
treating men’s cognitive distortions. Professional Psycholo-
gy: Research and Practice, 30(4), 333.

Lilienfeld, S. O., Ammirati, R., & Landfield, K. (2009). Giving 
debiasing away: Can psychological research on correcting 
cognitive errors promote human welfare?. Perspectives on 
psychological science, 4(4), 390-398

5.  POST LESSON ACTIVITIES
Participants fill self-assessment and homework activity 1 
(see Activity 3 in appendices). 

Instructors fill the fidelity questionnaire (see Fidelity question-
naire in appendices).

GATHERING INFORMATION ON WHAT IS 
HAPPENING WITHIN OUR ENVIRONMENT; 

THE POWER OF EMOTIONS

LESSON WALKTHROUGH

1.  Define emotion as a multidimensional and multilayered 
construct (physiology, arousal, valence etc.). Make a distinc-
tion between emotional experience and emotional response.

Definition: emotion – APA Dictionary of Psychology

Hofmann, S. G. (2015). Emotion in therapy: From science to 
practice. Guilford Publications. 

2.  Describe how emotions are elicited and their association 
with cognitions and behaviors.

Rolls, E. T. (2005). Emotion explained. Oxford University 
Press, USA.

Rolls, E. T. (2007). Emotion elicited by primary reinforcers 
and following stimulus-reinforcement association learning. 
In The handbook of emotion elicitation and assessment,

Lesson 4

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S126917631200003X?casa_token=2-eynUb_WcQAAAAA:mcXz8jpzNMGpN6fxkkTl2SfqFALXLf4XMK_Qh-45pJPgDWT8PojNo1O7ZarBfpQiUdF_uV-Vfg
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S126917631200003X?casa_token=2-eynUb_WcQAAAAA:mcXz8jpzNMGpN6fxkkTl2SfqFALXLf4XMK_Qh-45pJPgDWT8PojNo1O7ZarBfpQiUdF_uV-Vfg
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S126917631200003X?casa_token=2-eynUb_WcQAAAAA:mcXz8jpzNMGpN6fxkkTl2SfqFALXLf4XMK_Qh-45pJPgDWT8PojNo1O7ZarBfpQiUdF_uV-Vfg
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0963721414568341?casa_token=53bvuIe6w3sAAAAA:a1R37fxhYZ6A0qZvqDJtm5sr50Eo-43S1ma5KmeLGVWxlAuKli6FpjuDyD3qVKuxGKUpQagK6l5q
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0963721414568341?casa_token=53bvuIe6w3sAAAAA:a1R37fxhYZ6A0qZvqDJtm5sr50Eo-43S1ma5KmeLGVWxlAuKli6FpjuDyD3qVKuxGKUpQagK6l5q
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0963721414568341?casa_token=53bvuIe6w3sAAAAA:a1R37fxhYZ6A0qZvqDJtm5sr50Eo-43S1ma5KmeLGVWxlAuKli6FpjuDyD3qVKuxGKUpQagK6l5q
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/James-Mahalik-2/publication/232457391_Incorporating_a_gender_role_strain_perspective_in_assessing_and_treating_men's_cognitive_distortions/links/547f34f30cf2de80e7cc7988/Incorporating-a-gender-role-strain-perspective-in-assessing-and-treating-mens-cognitive-distortions.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/James-Mahalik-2/publication/232457391_Incorporating_a_gender_role_strain_perspective_in_assessing_and_treating_men's_cognitive_distortions/links/547f34f30cf2de80e7cc7988/Incorporating-a-gender-role-strain-perspective-in-assessing-and-treating-mens-cognitive-distortions.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/James-Mahalik-2/publication/232457391_Incorporating_a_gender_role_strain_perspective_in_assessing_and_treating_men's_cognitive_distortions/links/547f34f30cf2de80e7cc7988/Incorporating-a-gender-role-strain-perspective-in-assessing-and-treating-mens-cognitive-distortions.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/James-Mahalik-2/publication/232457391_Incorporating_a_gender_role_strain_perspective_in_assessing_and_treating_men's_cognitive_distortions/links/547f34f30cf2de80e7cc7988/Incorporating-a-gender-role-strain-perspective-in-assessing-and-treating-mens-cognitive-distortions.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1745-6924.2009.01144.x?casa_token=jW_JO13dCXcAAAAA:82k7svxH1jXQyGjggV0968IYu0GkHhOB55x_B3oBB__OVvuKgGTgBdXJqy808_jooRn3ZJ8nBhtC
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1745-6924.2009.01144.x?casa_token=jW_JO13dCXcAAAAA:82k7svxH1jXQyGjggV0968IYu0GkHhOB55x_B3oBB__OVvuKgGTgBdXJqy808_jooRn3ZJ8nBhtC
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1745-6924.2009.01144.x?casa_token=jW_JO13dCXcAAAAA:82k7svxH1jXQyGjggV0968IYu0GkHhOB55x_B3oBB__OVvuKgGTgBdXJqy808_jooRn3ZJ8nBhtC
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1745-6924.2009.01144.x?casa_token=jW_JO13dCXcAAAAA:82k7svxH1jXQyGjggV0968IYu0GkHhOB55x_B3oBB__OVvuKgGTgBdXJqy808_jooRn3ZJ8nBhtC
https://dictionary.apa.org/emotion
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137-157. Hofmann, S. G. (2015). Emotion in therapy: From 
science to practice. Guilford Publications.

Moors, A. (2009). Theories of emotion causation: A review. 
Cognition and emotion, 23(4), 625-662.

3.  Emotions are key ingredients for our life. By feeling it 
means we are alive, also emotions can be key informants 
on what is happening in our context (survival, protection), 
through emotions we can communicate intentions to others, 
they act as motives to set and achieve goals. Emotions are 
neither good or bad. Each emotion has its own utility.

Boniwell, I. (2012). Positive psychology in a nutshell: The 
science of happiness: The science of happiness. Mc-
Graw-Hill Education (UK).

Rimé, B. (2009). Emotion elicits the social sharing of emo-
tion: Theory and empirical review. Emotion review, 1(1), 
60-85.

Hofmann, S. G. (2015). Emotion in therapy: From science to 
practice. Guilford Publications. 

4.  Emotions guide us to act, but they can be affected (fre-
quency, intensity and duration) by thinking styles (cognitive 
biases) and behavioral habits (dysfunctional behavioral pat-
terns). Introducing the concept of Emotion Regulation (ER) 
as a self-regulated skill for emotion modulation.

Verduyn, P., & Lavrijsen, S. (2015). Which emotions last lon-
gest and why: The role of event importance and rumination. 
Motivation and Emotion, 39(1), 119-127.

Leahy, R. L., Tirch, D., & Napolitano, L. A. (2011). Emotion 
regulation in psychotherapy: A practitioner’s guide. 
Guilford Press

Definition: emotion regulation – APA Dictionary of Psycholo-
gy

5.  Presenting scientific evidence on Adaptive and 
Maladaptive ER and highlighting the importance of flexible 
use of emotion regulation strategies based on contextual 
demand and individual differences.

Aldao, A., Nolen-Hoeksema, S., & Schweizer, S. (2010). 
Emotion-regulation strategies across psychopathology: A 
meta-analytic review. Clinical psychology review, 30(2), 217-
237.

Aldao, A., & Nolen-Hoeksema, S. (2012). The influence of 

context on the implementation of adaptive emotion regulation 
strategies. Behaviour research and therapy, 50(7-8), 493-
501.

Burton, C. L., & Bonanno, G. A. (2016). Measuring ability to 
enhance and suppress emotional expression: The Flexible 
Regulation of Emotional Expression (FREE) Scale. Psycho-
logical assessment, 28(8), 929.

Dixon-Gordon, K. L., Haliczer, L. A., Conkey, L. C., & Wha-
len, D. J. (2018). Difficulties in interpersonal emotion reg-
ulation: Initial development and validation of a self-report 
measure. Journal of Psychopathology and Behavioral As-
sessment, 40(3), 528-549.

6.  Stress can actually be good for us. It is an adaptive 
mechanism aiming to protect us from immediate physical 
danger and motivate us for behavioral activation. The key is 
to keep stress in an optimum level.

Weiten, Dunn, & Hammer, (2014). Psychology applied to 
modern life: Adjustment in the 21st century. 
Cengage Learning.

Segerstrom, S. C., & Miller, G. E. (2004). Psychological 
stress and the human immune system: a meta-analytic study 
of 30 years of inquiry. Psychological bulletin, 130(4), 601.

7.  Practical ways for stress management.

Craske, M. G., & Barlow, D. H. (2006). Mastery of your anxi-
ety and worry. Oxford University Press.

Activity: Learn Diaphragmatic Breathing

Video and Group Discussion: How to make Stress your 
friend

8.  POST LESSON ACTIVITIES

Participants fill self-assessment and homework activity 1 
(see Activity 4 in appendices). 

Instructors fill the fidelity questionnaire (see Fidelity question-
naire in appendices).

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Through this lesson, 
students will be able to:

1. Define ‘emotion’ and 
describe its core 

components.

2. Describe the 
importance of emotions 
for human survival, and 

daily function.

3. Reflect on emotion 
beliefs and how these 
have implications for 
emotion regulation.

4. Discuss 
evidence-based 

interventions for emotion 
regulation.

TAKE HOME 
MESSAGE

Emotions are vital signals for 
our survival and growth.

Emotion’s intensity, duration 
and usefulness depend on how 

we appraise and respond to 
them.

Flexible implementation of 
emotion regulation strategies in 
line with contextual demands is 
associated with better mental 

health, wellbeing and success.

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/02699930802645739?casa_token=wlZP5eOdstkAAAAA:iYy1gthCQ_m5m3ulxIVtl1gvUJ_z06DjyfbWHRQpKtd0xqqEx6Vn19ccdxa39A3eWP8Yzxgfxgep
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/02699930802645739?casa_token=wlZP5eOdstkAAAAA:iYy1gthCQ_m5m3ulxIVtl1gvUJ_z06DjyfbWHRQpKtd0xqqEx6Vn19ccdxa39A3eWP8Yzxgfxgep
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1754073908097189?casa_token=8jpLb9KUgv0AAAAA:gr6TXMMgsiFvr9PVpRdqfEYZQ1kWKbtpiHxz3bpXrKAYis0yF2lzdMVA846cf6HfH5zNL7NuMDcZ
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1754073908097189?casa_token=8jpLb9KUgv0AAAAA:gr6TXMMgsiFvr9PVpRdqfEYZQ1kWKbtpiHxz3bpXrKAYis0yF2lzdMVA846cf6HfH5zNL7NuMDcZ
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1754073908097189?casa_token=8jpLb9KUgv0AAAAA:gr6TXMMgsiFvr9PVpRdqfEYZQ1kWKbtpiHxz3bpXrKAYis0yF2lzdMVA846cf6HfH5zNL7NuMDcZ
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11031-014-9445-y%3Fmc_cid%3Df7f1486407%26mc_eid%3D5949f26022%26error%3Dcookies_not_supported%26error%3Dcookies_not_supported%26code%3D26f7d13c-56a3-4d17-bcbd-8074b5560dde%26code%3D624dca11-a5c2-4233-afac-14b4926f15dd&casa_token=d1v8lL1P1GkAAAAA:mp8xHsN9YJBKlR2Z3uNy40w35j2avHV-T09FURtnfeay9CjaNLz8oa-NSx-MOVueEuWz3w1aLHr44o5c
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11031-014-9445-y%3Fmc_cid%3Df7f1486407%26mc_eid%3D5949f26022%26error%3Dcookies_not_supported%26error%3Dcookies_not_supported%26code%3D26f7d13c-56a3-4d17-bcbd-8074b5560dde%26code%3D624dca11-a5c2-4233-afac-14b4926f15dd&casa_token=d1v8lL1P1GkAAAAA:mp8xHsN9YJBKlR2Z3uNy40w35j2avHV-T09FURtnfeay9CjaNLz8oa-NSx-MOVueEuWz3w1aLHr44o5c
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11031-014-9445-y%3Fmc_cid%3Df7f1486407%26mc_eid%3D5949f26022%26error%3Dcookies_not_supported%26error%3Dcookies_not_supported%26code%3D26f7d13c-56a3-4d17-bcbd-8074b5560dde%26code%3D624dca11-a5c2-4233-afac-14b4926f15dd&casa_token=d1v8lL1P1GkAAAAA:mp8xHsN9YJBKlR2Z3uNy40w35j2avHV-T09FURtnfeay9CjaNLz8oa-NSx-MOVueEuWz3w1aLHr44o5c
https://dictionary.apa.org/emotion-regulation
https://dictionary.apa.org/emotion-regulation
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0272735809001597?casa_token=O08XJ-fKIJYAAAAA:Uf6iYZZTulfJmkvvE0hGZWZ6T5Eqv_bVjyWauYz4GGXUEwuRnGXKESNMIbTpJgJq01GE2yiXqg
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0272735809001597?casa_token=O08XJ-fKIJYAAAAA:Uf6iYZZTulfJmkvvE0hGZWZ6T5Eqv_bVjyWauYz4GGXUEwuRnGXKESNMIbTpJgJq01GE2yiXqg
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0272735809001597?casa_token=O08XJ-fKIJYAAAAA:Uf6iYZZTulfJmkvvE0hGZWZ6T5Eqv_bVjyWauYz4GGXUEwuRnGXKESNMIbTpJgJq01GE2yiXqg
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0272735809001597?casa_token=O08XJ-fKIJYAAAAA:Uf6iYZZTulfJmkvvE0hGZWZ6T5Eqv_bVjyWauYz4GGXUEwuRnGXKESNMIbTpJgJq01GE2yiXqg
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0005796712000733?casa_token=j5nFhirPpGIAAAAA:L12ZGUPh_GOyYRo0bPvFg2MSNbz_n62eoK3mPY4IGLIPdvLrTYkA__7GTepW_MmxZIiYOrbT-w
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0005796712000733?casa_token=j5nFhirPpGIAAAAA:L12ZGUPh_GOyYRo0bPvFg2MSNbz_n62eoK3mPY4IGLIPdvLrTYkA__7GTepW_MmxZIiYOrbT-w
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0005796712000733?casa_token=j5nFhirPpGIAAAAA:L12ZGUPh_GOyYRo0bPvFg2MSNbz_n62eoK3mPY4IGLIPdvLrTYkA__7GTepW_MmxZIiYOrbT-w
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0005796712000733?casa_token=j5nFhirPpGIAAAAA:L12ZGUPh_GOyYRo0bPvFg2MSNbz_n62eoK3mPY4IGLIPdvLrTYkA__7GTepW_MmxZIiYOrbT-w
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/George-Bonanno/publication/283260531_Measuring_Ability_to_Enhance_and_Suppress_Emotional_Expression_The_Flexible_Regulation_of_Emotional_Expression_FREE_Scale/links/566e37c808ae62b05f0b4bb5/Measuring-Ability-to-Enhance-and-Suppress-Emotional-Expression-The-Flexible-Regulation-of-Emotional-Expression-FREE-Scale.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/George-Bonanno/publication/283260531_Measuring_Ability_to_Enhance_and_Suppress_Emotional_Expression_The_Flexible_Regulation_of_Emotional_Expression_FREE_Scale/links/566e37c808ae62b05f0b4bb5/Measuring-Ability-to-Enhance-and-Suppress-Emotional-Expression-The-Flexible-Regulation-of-Emotional-Expression-FREE-Scale.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/George-Bonanno/publication/283260531_Measuring_Ability_to_Enhance_and_Suppress_Emotional_Expression_The_Flexible_Regulation_of_Emotional_Expression_FREE_Scale/links/566e37c808ae62b05f0b4bb5/Measuring-Ability-to-Enhance-and-Suppress-Emotional-Expression-The-Flexible-Regulation-of-Emotional-Expression-FREE-Scale.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/George-Bonanno/publication/283260531_Measuring_Ability_to_Enhance_and_Suppress_Emotional_Expression_The_Flexible_Regulation_of_Emotional_Expression_FREE_Scale/links/566e37c808ae62b05f0b4bb5/Measuring-Ability-to-Enhance-and-Suppress-Emotional-Expression-The-Flexible-Regulation-of-Emotional-Expression-FREE-Scale.pdf
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10862-018-9647-9&casa_token=OhzZlYuw8eYAAAAA:QqWRApAas9sVVNzsrIKi1CWYNfJqUWuVrm08mReXtbEnwT4mcW1ToQ-r3pyapxHhjgp7RSg_X1G9dGwq
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10862-018-9647-9&casa_token=OhzZlYuw8eYAAAAA:QqWRApAas9sVVNzsrIKi1CWYNfJqUWuVrm08mReXtbEnwT4mcW1ToQ-r3pyapxHhjgp7RSg_X1G9dGwq
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10862-018-9647-9&casa_token=OhzZlYuw8eYAAAAA:QqWRApAas9sVVNzsrIKi1CWYNfJqUWuVrm08mReXtbEnwT4mcW1ToQ-r3pyapxHhjgp7RSg_X1G9dGwq
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10862-018-9647-9&casa_token=OhzZlYuw8eYAAAAA:QqWRApAas9sVVNzsrIKi1CWYNfJqUWuVrm08mReXtbEnwT4mcW1ToQ-r3pyapxHhjgp7RSg_X1G9dGwq
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10862-018-9647-9&casa_token=OhzZlYuw8eYAAAAA:QqWRApAas9sVVNzsrIKi1CWYNfJqUWuVrm08mReXtbEnwT4mcW1ToQ-r3pyapxHhjgp7RSg_X1G9dGwq
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1361287/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=84698517&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8NIi_AWcRefg_BP1_OzMe3dtOZDFm3VvnEk763EG7_UhdvmbMmsTtTz7_ALEIZi9vBHe6URFW_tULYBcd1gDJbnL56bg&_hsmi=84698517
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1361287/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=84698517&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8NIi_AWcRefg_BP1_OzMe3dtOZDFm3VvnEk763EG7_UhdvmbMmsTtTz7_ALEIZi9vBHe6URFW_tULYBcd1gDJbnL56bg&_hsmi=84698517
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1361287/?utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=84698517&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8NIi_AWcRefg_BP1_OzMe3dtOZDFm3VvnEk763EG7_UhdvmbMmsTtTz7_ALEIZi9vBHe6URFW_tULYBcd1gDJbnL56bg&_hsmi=84698517
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uxbdx-SeOOo
https://www.ted.com/talks/kelly_mcgonigal_how_to_make_stress_your_friend?language=en
https://www.ted.com/talks/kelly_mcgonigal_how_to_make_stress_your_friend?language=en
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OVERVIEW

Through this lesson learners 
will understand why social 

skills are important and how 
they impact our life.

In addition they will be 
introduced in core 

components of social skills 
that enable human 

interaction in an effective 
and positive manner.

LESSON WALKTHROUGH

1.  Humans are social beings and social connection is relat-
ed to survival, wellbeing and success.

Holt-Lunstad, J., Smith, T. B., & Layton, J. B. (2010). Social 
relationships and mortality risk: a meta-analytic review. PLoS 
medicine, 7(7), e1000316

Holt-Lunstad, J., Smith, T. B., Baker, M., Harris, T., & Ste-
phenson, D. (2015). Loneliness and social isolation as risk 
factors for mortality: a meta-analytic review. Perspectives on 
psychological science, 10(2), 227-237

Holt-Lunstad, J. (2021). The Major Health Implications of So-
cial Connection. Current Directions in Psychological Science, 
30(3), 251-259.

Geerling, D. M., & Diener, E. (2020). Effect size strengths in 
subjective well-being research. Applied Research in Quality

THE ART OF CONNECTING WITH OTHERS;
SOCIAL SKILLS 

of Life, 15(1), 167-185.

Van Lange, P. A., & Columbus, S. (2021). Vitamin S: Why 
Is Social Contact, Even With Strangers, So Important to 
Well-Being?. Current Directions in Psychological Science, 
09637214211002538

2.  Communication is a key element that enables us to inter-
act with others. Individual differences lead to different com-
munication styles and conflicts. Which are the key principles 
of effective communication? Everything matters in communi-
cation. Communication is based on multiple channels (ver-
bal, nonverbal, prosody etc.) 

Anderson, C., Sharps, D. L., Soto, C. J., & John, O. P. 
(2020). People with disagreeable personalities (selfish, 
combative, and manipulative) do not have an advantage in 
pursuing power at work. Proceedings of the National Acade-
my of Sciences, 117(37), 22780-22786.

Solomon, D., & Theiss, J. (2012). Interpersonal communica-
tion: Putting theory into practice. Routledge.

Jones, R. (2013). Communication in the real world: An intro-
duction to communication studies. The Saylor Foundation.

3.  Key components of communication: 1) Active Listening, 
2)Paraphrasing, 3)Clarifying, 4)Reflection, 5) Giving Feed-
back, 6)Non-verbal communication.

McNaughton, D., Hamlin, D., McCarthy, J., Head-Reeves, 
D., & Schreiner, M. (2008). Learning to listen: Teaching an 
active listening strategy to preservice education profession-
als. Topics in Early Childhood Special Education, 27(4), 223-
231.

Weger Jr, H., Castle Bell, G., Minei, E. M., & Robinson, M. C. 
(2014). The relative effectiveness of active listening in initial 
interactions. International Journal of Listening, 28(1), 13-31.

McKay, M., Davis, M., & Fanning, P. (2009). Messages: The 
communication skills book. New Harbinger Publications.

4.  How can we build and maintain healthy social interactions 
with others? How to achieve that? A) Clear Communication: 
when you are not sure about something, ask, when you need 
something, ask. B) Manage conflicts in a non-violent way, 
meaning to transfer messages in an impactful way, that is 
respectful to others. If we don’t do that probably the other will 
focus on our emotions or disregard instead of the message. 
C) Be assertive (How to disagree and express a different 
opinion while you show validation, and respect to others).

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Through this lesson, 
students will be able to:

1. Describe why being 
social is good for us.

2. List the key 
components of a good 

social interaction.

3. Use techniques of 
effective communication 

in daily life problems.

Lesson 5

https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1000316&mod=article_inline
https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1000316&mod=article_inline
https://journals.plos.org/plosmedicine/article?id=10.1371/journal.pmed.1000316&mod=article_inline
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691614568352
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691614568352
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691614568352
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1745691614568352
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0963721421999630?casa_token=D8LqxFUNMLUAAAAA:ud_Wpp9zhQs3EraHqrvHzljNfxovLOhO6sNLr8ctzwXLJ-anOtsz4hXe2uufKUu6FNlx80U6G0Ig
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0963721421999630?casa_token=D8LqxFUNMLUAAAAA:ud_Wpp9zhQs3EraHqrvHzljNfxovLOhO6sNLr8ctzwXLJ-anOtsz4hXe2uufKUu6FNlx80U6G0Ig
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0963721421999630?casa_token=D8LqxFUNMLUAAAAA:ud_Wpp9zhQs3EraHqrvHzljNfxovLOhO6sNLr8ctzwXLJ-anOtsz4hXe2uufKUu6FNlx80U6G0Ig
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11482-018-9670-8&casa_token=p_12-StRmD4AAAAA:kjvDM00MQf25_nejMBsr6NmjR3DlGgKsjEy3zG4punSl5YtCipGawX0c0Ox83s7YZK1XdmLUUzrEnzJA
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11482-018-9670-8&casa_token=p_12-StRmD4AAAAA:kjvDM00MQf25_nejMBsr6NmjR3DlGgKsjEy3zG4punSl5YtCipGawX0c0Ox83s7YZK1XdmLUUzrEnzJA
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/1088868311411165?casa_token=xmC-iKSvmH4AAAAA:iyDIxVjLRwvEd544k4ZUECl1oM8wGpOQDzrusqbC5iHF35Nf8kGwG66UHj6VSxgbZOTV6EZpFgjU
https://idp.springer.com/authorize/casa?redirect_uri=https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11482-018-9670-8&casa_token=p_12-StRmD4AAAAA:kjvDM00MQf25_nejMBsr6NmjR3DlGgKsjEy3zG4punSl5YtCipGawX0c0Ox83s7YZK1XdmLUUzrEnzJA
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/09637214211002538
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/09637214211002538
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/09637214211002538
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/09637214211002538
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/117/37/22780.full.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/117/37/22780.full.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/117/37/22780.full.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/117/37/22780.full.pdf
https://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/117/37/22780.full.pdf
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0271121407311241?casa_token=sx0zHyYV7mQAAAAA:qsPASxcOXQfVooV4prZMpRfzduk3cwMgucs_2Mp7kv3xBBXAFIrDUuGD4iwUJdbiebHtrozGQAj0
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0271121407311241?casa_token=sx0zHyYV7mQAAAAA:qsPASxcOXQfVooV4prZMpRfzduk3cwMgucs_2Mp7kv3xBBXAFIrDUuGD4iwUJdbiebHtrozGQAj0
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0271121407311241?casa_token=sx0zHyYV7mQAAAAA:qsPASxcOXQfVooV4prZMpRfzduk3cwMgucs_2Mp7kv3xBBXAFIrDUuGD4iwUJdbiebHtrozGQAj0
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0271121407311241?casa_token=sx0zHyYV7mQAAAAA:qsPASxcOXQfVooV4prZMpRfzduk3cwMgucs_2Mp7kv3xBBXAFIrDUuGD4iwUJdbiebHtrozGQAj0
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0271121407311241?casa_token=sx0zHyYV7mQAAAAA:qsPASxcOXQfVooV4prZMpRfzduk3cwMgucs_2Mp7kv3xBBXAFIrDUuGD4iwUJdbiebHtrozGQAj0
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/10904018.2013.813234
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/10904018.2013.813234
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/10904018.2013.813234
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Anyone can be an effective negotiator. Make it a win-win 
situation.

Kang, S. K., Galinsky, A. D., Kray, L. J., & Shirako, A. (2015). 
Power affects performance when the pressure is on: Evi-
dence for low-power threat and high-power lift. Personality 
and Social Psychology Bulletin, 41(5), 726-735.

Solomon, D., & Theiss, J. (2012). Interpersonal communica-
tion: Putting theory into practice. Routledge.

Jones, R. (2013). Communication in the real world: An intro-
duction to communication studies. The Saylor Foundation

McKay, M., Davis, M., & Fanning, P. (2009). Messages: The 
communication skills book. New Harbinger Publications. 

5.  POST LESSON ACTIVITIES

Participants fill self-assessment and homework activity 1 
(see Activity 5 in appendices). 

Instructors fill the fidelity questionnaire (see Fidelity 
questionnaire in appendices).

TAKE HOME 
MESSAGE

When we communicate, 
we often focus on verbal 

communication. However, 
communication is based on 
multiple channels (verbal, 
non-verbal, prosody etc.).

 Additionally, effective 
communication is more about 
listening instead of what we 

say.

Maintaining good social 
interactions/ relationships is 

about making a win-win 
situation.

OVERVIEW

We will focus on high order 
mental processes by which 

individuals attempt to choose 
between alternatives in order 

to overcome difficulties.

SEEING PROBLEMS AS OPPORTUNITIES; 
CRITICAL THINKING, ANALYTICAL 

REASONING, AND PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS

LESSON WALKTHROUGH

1.  Critical thinking is a key component for making smart 
decisions and solving problems and overcoming confirmation 
Bias

Activity: Denton, A., W. & Vrantsidis, T. (2018). 

Wilkinson, T. J., Dik, B. J., & Tix, A. P. (2008). The Critical 
Thinking Lab: Developing Student Skills Through Practical 
Application. Teaching Critical Thinking in Psychology: A 
Handbook of Best Practices, 263-265.

Lilienfeld, S. O., Ammirati, R., & Landfield, K. (2009). Giving 
debiasing away: Can psychological research on correcting 
cognitive errors promote human welfare?.Perspectives on 
psychological science, 4(4), 390-398.

Lesson 6

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0146167215577365
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0146167215577365
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0146167215577365
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0146167215577365
https://teachpsych.org/resources/Documents/otrp/resources/Waggoner.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/10400410701839876
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/10400410701839876
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/10400410701839876
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/10400410701839876
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1745-6924.2009.01144.x?casa_token=v2uJ7uHhP7sAAAAA:9voWqKgMlQsGcsE8mFLVEOZWGR3Zfuxf23zbBu6XGL8TyV_3Fk-mfUNLK5jk3-LnX2CKXTyPGI5H
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1745-6924.2009.01144.x?casa_token=v2uJ7uHhP7sAAAAA:9voWqKgMlQsGcsE8mFLVEOZWGR3Zfuxf23zbBu6XGL8TyV_3Fk-mfUNLK5jk3-LnX2CKXTyPGI5H
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1745-6924.2009.01144.x?casa_token=v2uJ7uHhP7sAAAAA:9voWqKgMlQsGcsE8mFLVEOZWGR3Zfuxf23zbBu6XGL8TyV_3Fk-mfUNLK5jk3-LnX2CKXTyPGI5H
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1111/j.1745-6924.2009.01144.x?casa_token=v2uJ7uHhP7sAAAAA:9voWqKgMlQsGcsE8mFLVEOZWGR3Zfuxf23zbBu6XGL8TyV_3Fk-mfUNLK5jk3-LnX2CKXTyPGI5H
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Dunn, D. S., Halonen, J. S., & Smith, R. A. (2008). Engaging 
minds: Introducing best practices in teaching critical think-
ing in psychology. Teaching critical thinking in psychology: A 
handbook of best practices, 1-8.

Lantian, A., Bagneux, V., Delouvée, S., & Gauvrit, N. (2021). 
Maybe a free thinker but not a critical one: High conspiracy 
belief is associated with low critical thinking ability. Applied 
Cognitive Psychology, 35(3), 674-684.

Cottrell, S. (2017). Critical thinking skills: Effective analysis, 
argument and reflection. Macmillan International Higher 
Education.

2. Following a stepwise approach to Problem solving and 
Decision making. 

Dobson, D., & Dobson, K. S. (2018). Evidence-based prac-
tice of cognitive-behavioral therapy. Guilford publications.

D’Zurilla, T. J., & Nezu, A. M. (2010). Problem-solving thera-
py. Handbook of cognitive-behavioral therapies, 3, 197-225.

Snyder, C. R., & Lopez, S. J. (Eds.). (2002). Handbook of 
positive psychology. Oxford university press.

3. Using creativity to boost problem solving. Challenges 
will help us grow: While cultivating self-compassion for the 
emotional burden that may go with this, embrace difficult 
challenges and failures, and accept them as part of life and 
an opportunity to learn/self-develop.  

Video and Group Discussion: Living Beyond limits

What exactly is creativity?

The science of creativity.

Epstein, R., Schmidt, S. M., & Warfel, R. (2008). Measuring 
and training creativity competencies: Validation of a new test. 
Creativity Research Journal, 20(1), 7-12.

Carr, A. (2013). Positive psychology: The science of happi-
ness and human strengths. Routledge.

Compton, W. & Hoffman, E. (2013). “Positive Psychology: 
The Science of Happiness and Flourishing, Second Edition” 
USA: Wadsworth, Cengage Learning. 

Peterson, C., & Seligman, M. E. (2004). Character strengths 
and virtues: A handbook and classification (Vol. 1). Oxford 
University Press.

3. POST LESSON ACTIVITIES

Participants fill self-assessment and homework activity 1 
(see Activity 6 in appendices). 

Instructors fill the fidelity questionnaire (see Fidelity question-
naire in appendices).

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Through this lesson, 
students will be able to:

1. Describe why critical 
thinking, problem 

solving, and decision 
making are important for 

our wellbeing and 
success.

2. To become more 
confident about their 
abilities to cope with 
difficult problems and 

challenges in life. 

3. To better understand 
how to use reasoning to 
identify, develop, defend, 

and judge arguments 
about a topic or 
alternatives of a 

problem.

TAKE HOME 
MESSAGE

Facing a problem usually 
increases the burden of stress. 

However, once the burden of 
stress/ pain subsides we may 
see that surviving the problem 

led to us evolve and grow.

https://nibmehub.com/opac-service/pdf/read/Teaching Critical Thinking in Psychology _ a handbook of best practices.pdf
https://nibmehub.com/opac-service/pdf/read/Teaching Critical Thinking in Psychology _ a handbook of best practices.pdf
https://nibmehub.com/opac-service/pdf/read/Teaching Critical Thinking in Psychology _ a handbook of best practices.pdf
https://nibmehub.com/opac-service/pdf/read/Teaching Critical Thinking in Psychology _ a handbook of best practices.pdf
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdfdirect/10.1002/acp.3790
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdfdirect/10.1002/acp.3790
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdfdirect/10.1002/acp.3790
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdfdirect/10.1002/acp.3790
https://www.ted.com/talks/amy_purdy_living_beyond_limits
https://www.apa.org/monitor/nov03/creativity
https://www.apa.org/gradpsych/2009/01/creativity
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/10400410701839876
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/10400410701839876
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/10400410701839876
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OVERVIEW

This lesson is an introduction 
to skills that provide the 
context for individuals to 

manage all their 
responsibilities and 
maximize efficiency.

LESSON WALKTHROUGH

1.  Daily life is full of things we need/want to do, and they are 
all important. Time management, planning, and setting 
priorities can be used to use time effectively and in a 
productive manner.

Aeon B, Faber A, Panaccio A (2021) Does time management 
work? A meta-analysis. PLoS ONE 16(1): e0245066 

Self-assessment Activity: How good is your time manage-
ment?

2.  You cannot manage time; you manage the events in your 
life in relation to time. How you use that time depends on 
skills learned through self-analysis, planning, evaluation, and 
self-control. Key components of time management: 1) Time-
Self-awareness, 2) Setting priorities, 3) Scheduling.

THE NEED TO LOOK AHEAD; 
EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING SKILLS

Chapman, S. W., & Rupured, M. (2014). Time management: 
10 strategies for better time management.

Rimmer, A. (2019). How do I improve my time management 
skills?. BMJ, 366.Sainz, Ferrero, & Ugidos, 2019

Sainz, M. A., Ferrero, A. M., & Ugidos, A. (2019). Time man-
agement: skills to learn and put into practice. Education+ 
Training.

Claessens, B. J., Van Eerde, W., Rutte, C. G., & Roe, R. A. 
(2007). A review of the time management literature. 
Personnel review.

Video and Group Discussion: Setting Priorities

Covey, S. R., Merrill, A. R., & Merrill, R. R. (1994). First 
things first. Executive Excellence, 11, 3-3.

Where do the hours go? (apa.org)

3.  POST LESSON ACTIVITIES:

Participants fill self-assessment and homework activity 1 
(see Activity 7 in appendices). 

Instructors fill the fidelity questionnaire (see Fidelity question-
naire in appendices).

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Through this lesson, 
students will be able to:

1. Define the concept of 
time management.

2. Describe the benefits 
of good time manage-
ment in people’s life.

3. Raise awareness on 
their own time 

management skills.

4. List and describe a 
number of techniques 

relevant to effective time 
management.

TAKE HOME 
MESSAGE

Daily life is full of things we 
need/want to do, and they are 

all important. 

The key is to learn on how to 
set realistic expectations and 

priorities (based on your 
values).

Lesson 7

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245066
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0245066
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newHTE_88.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newHTE_88.htm
https://athenaeum.libs.uga.edu/bitstream/handle/10724/33302/time_management.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://athenaeum.libs.uga.edu/bitstream/handle/10724/33302/time_management.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y
https://scholar.archive.org/work/25xtbrw4vrgirirac54rtlzdii/access/wayback/https:/www.bmj.com/content/bmj/366/bmj.l5322.full.pdf
https://scholar.archive.org/work/25xtbrw4vrgirirac54rtlzdii/access/wayback/https:/www.bmj.com/content/bmj/366/bmj.l5322.full.pdf
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/ET-01-2018-0027/full/html
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/ET-01-2018-0027/full/html
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/ET-01-2018-0027/full/html
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/00483480710726136/full/html?casa_token=TsyI3ObAqhkAAAAA:xBe-5w23Ia_DX-nD7dSmJ50EcV_l2B6NPTlrk41M7awdegpqcRQZLFK-6sjePtzaJq18kuyayWAvQpCFfuOXiNnenPNElCEVC0zPzjakH5E3xsgTZW4
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/00483480710726136/full/html?casa_token=TsyI3ObAqhkAAAAA:xBe-5w23Ia_DX-nD7dSmJ50EcV_l2B6NPTlrk41M7awdegpqcRQZLFK-6sjePtzaJq18kuyayWAvQpCFfuOXiNnenPNElCEVC0zPzjakH5E3xsgTZW4
https://www.emerald.com/insight/content/doi/10.1108/00483480710726136/full/html?casa_token=TsyI3ObAqhkAAAAA:xBe-5w23Ia_DX-nD7dSmJ50EcV_l2B6NPTlrk41M7awdegpqcRQZLFK-6sjePtzaJq18kuyayWAvQpCFfuOXiNnenPNElCEVC0zPzjakH5E3xsgTZW4
https://www.ted.com/talks/laura_vanderkam_how_to_gain_control_of_your_free_time?language=en#t-613464
http://www.homeworkgain.com/wp-content/uploads/edd/2018/11/first_things_first_1994_article_version1.pdf
http://www.homeworkgain.com/wp-content/uploads/edd/2018/11/first_things_first_1994_article_version1.pdf
https://www.apa.org/gradpsych/2013/03/hours
https://www.apa.org/gradpsych/2013/03/hours
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OVERVIEW

The final lesson will be a 
review connecting all 

previous lessons by going 
over points that were taught 

or learned previously.

LESSON WALKTHROUGH

1.  Self-development is a continuous, non-linear process. 
Failures, even the small ones, are crucial for life-long 
learning and growth. We cannot self-develop if we cannot 
be exposed in something new. Challenges will help us grow: 
While cultivating self-compassion for the emotional burden 
that may go with this, embrace difficult challenges and 
failures, and accept them as part of life and an opportunity to 
learn/self-develop.  Introducing the concepts of adaptability 
and flexibility.

VandenBos, G.R. (2007)(Ed). American Psychological Asso-
ciation Dictionary of Psychology. Washington DC: American 
Psychological Association. 

Waldeck, D., Pancani, L., Holliman, A., Karekla, M., & Tyn-
dall, I. (2021). Adaptability and psychological flexibility: 
Overlapping constructs?. Journal of Contextual Behavioral 
Science, 19, 72-78.

Hayes, S. C., Luoma, J. B., Bond, F. W., Masuda, A., & Lillis, 
J. (2006). Acceptance and commitment therapy: Model, pro-
cesses and outcomes. Behavior Research and Therapy, 44, 
1-25. 

Martin, A. J., Nejad, H. G., Colmar, S., & Liem, G. A. D. 
(2013). Adaptability: How students’ responses to uncertainty 
and novelty predict their academic and non-academic out-
comes. Journal of Educational Psychology, 105(3), 728.

Radical Acceptance | Psychology Today

Adaptability: The New Competitive Advantage (hbr.org)

2.  POST LESSON ACTIVITIES:

Participants fill self-assessment and homework activity 1 
(see Final Activity-Individual Self-Development Plan in ap-
pendices). 

Instructors fill the fidelity questionnaire (see Fidelity question-
naire in appendices).

CONNECTING THE DOTS; 
ADAPTABILITY & FLEXIBILITY

LEARNING 
OBJECTIVES

Through this lesson, 
students will be able to:

1. Define the concepts of 
adaptability and flexibility

2. Combine several skills 
learned from previous 
lessons to solve new 

hypothetical scenarios.
Lesson 8

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S221214472100003X?casa_token=_t3ST0_vOTYAAAAA:08QiQTpyP1FhJxuq-lqUqfiizz9Bo4RbCiFXglNHcuoNtXvWqtUc0gZbcTvg4_PWQwdMwp_ryg
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S221214472100003X?casa_token=_t3ST0_vOTYAAAAA:08QiQTpyP1FhJxuq-lqUqfiizz9Bo4RbCiFXglNHcuoNtXvWqtUc0gZbcTvg4_PWQwdMwp_ryg
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S221214472100003X?casa_token=_t3ST0_vOTYAAAAA:08QiQTpyP1FhJxuq-lqUqfiizz9Bo4RbCiFXglNHcuoNtXvWqtUc0gZbcTvg4_PWQwdMwp_ryg
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S221214472100003X?casa_token=_t3ST0_vOTYAAAAA:08QiQTpyP1FhJxuq-lqUqfiizz9Bo4RbCiFXglNHcuoNtXvWqtUc0gZbcTvg4_PWQwdMwp_ryg
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Andrew-Martin-22/publication/263924268_Adaptability_How_Students'_Responses_to_Uncertainty_and_Novelty_Predict_Their_Academic_and_Non-Academic_Outcomes/links/5859db9408aeabd9a58b4dff/Adaptability-How-Students-Responses-to-Uncertainty-and-Novelty-Predict-Their-Academic-and-Non-Academic-Outcomes.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Andrew-Martin-22/publication/263924268_Adaptability_How_Students'_Responses_to_Uncertainty_and_Novelty_Predict_Their_Academic_and_Non-Academic_Outcomes/links/5859db9408aeabd9a58b4dff/Adaptability-How-Students-Responses-to-Uncertainty-and-Novelty-Predict-Their-Academic-and-Non-Academic-Outcomes.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Andrew-Martin-22/publication/263924268_Adaptability_How_Students'_Responses_to_Uncertainty_and_Novelty_Predict_Their_Academic_and_Non-Academic_Outcomes/links/5859db9408aeabd9a58b4dff/Adaptability-How-Students-Responses-to-Uncertainty-and-Novelty-Predict-Their-Academic-and-Non-Academic-Outcomes.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Andrew-Martin-22/publication/263924268_Adaptability_How_Students'_Responses_to_Uncertainty_and_Novelty_Predict_Their_Academic_and_Non-Academic_Outcomes/links/5859db9408aeabd9a58b4dff/Adaptability-How-Students-Responses-to-Uncertainty-and-Novelty-Predict-Their-Academic-and-Non-Academic-Outcomes.pdf
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/pieces-mind/201207/radical-acceptance
https://hbr.org/2011/07/adaptability-the-new-competitive-advantage
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c o u r s e  s u m m a r y

We can regulate ourselves by becoming more self-aware and developing self-management 
strategies.

Self- regulation is based on a self-determined awareness of our own values and relevant goal 
setting towards them.

Through this trajectory of achieving our goals we need to be adaptive to unusual and unpre-
dictable situations by adopting:
A flexible perspective taking. Use critical thinking to evaluate information you receive.

A mindful emotional awareness and flexible use of a repertoire of emotion regulation strategies

An open stance toward others, allowing time and space to listen and understand

An honest interaction with others by giving respectful feedback and managing conflict in a 
positive manner

A learning orientation in challenges, through creative problem solving.

A good plan and a monitoring system to review.

Self-compassion in times of failure.

APPENDICES

Think of a ladder (see image) as representing where 
people stand in self-regulation. At the top of the ladder are 
the people who are best off. At the bottom are the people 
who are worst off. The higher up you are on this ladder, the 
closer you are to people at the very top and the lower you 
are, the closer you are to the bottom. Where would you put 
yourself on the ladder? Choose the number whose position 
best represents where you would be on this ladder.

SELF -  ASSESMENT

Lesson 1
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1. Pick 3 different moments throughout the week to practice 
54321 technique.

2. Select typical day-to-day activities.

e.g. while brushing your teeth, bathing, sitting in the yard, 
etc.

Let your mind wander into the senses of the present.
 
3. Do you notice anything new? Note down anything new 
you discover.

HOMEWORK STEPS

Think of a ladder (see image) as representing where people 
stand in values clarification. At the top of the ladder are the 
people who are best off. At the bottom are the people who 
are worst off. The higher up you are on this ladder, the closer 
you are to people at the very top and the lower you are, the 
closer you are to the bottom. Where would you put yourself 
on the ladder? Choose the number whose position best rep-
resents where you would be on this ladder.

Think of a ladder (see image) as representing where people 
stand in goal setting. At the top of the ladder are the people 
who are best off. At the bottom are the people who are worst 
off. The higher up you are on this ladder, the closer you are 
to people at the very top and the lower you are, the closer 
you are to the bottom. Where would you put yourself on the 
ladder? Choose the number whose position best represents 
where you would be on this ladder.

SELF -  ASSESMENT

Lesson 2
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Think of a ladder (see image) as representing where people 
stand in perspective taking. At the top of the ladder are the 
people who are best off. At the bottom are the people who 
are worst off. The higher up you are on this ladder, the closer 
you are to people at the very top and the lower you are, the 
closer you are to the bottom. Where would you put yourself 
on the ladder? Choose the number whose position best rep-
resents where you would be on this ladder.

SELF -  ASSESMENT

1. Strengths and things needed to be improved: Your goal to 
discover what makes you stand out from other people. 

2. Which are your qualities? 

Think about both your academic and personal skills, e.g. 
abilities, personality factors, interests.
 
To help identify your strengths, you can use the question-
naire at the link below:

https://www.viacharacter.org/survey/account/register

Answer the questions below. 

What are you really good at? 

What are you proud of yourself of? 

What skills do others recognize to you and what things do 
they reward you for? 

3. Things to be improved.

Think about things you’re not so good or about areas that 
you can improve. Try to show self-compassion while you 
do that. Try to be mindfully aware of them without criticizing 
yourself, all people have areas needed to be improved. 

What skills do you have difficulty getting? 

4. Are there any aspects of your personality that keep you 
behind achieving your goals? 

5. What do others often recognize to you as areas for 
improvement?

HOMEWORKLesson 3

https://www.viacharacter.org/survey/account/register
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Think of a ladder (see image) as representing where 
people stand in emotion awareness and emotion 
regulation. At the top of the ladder are the people who are 
best off. At the bottom are the people who are worst off. The 
higher up you are on this ladder, the closer you are to peo-
ple at the very top and the lower you are, the closer you are 
to the bottom. Where would you put yourself on the ladder? 
Choose the number whose position best represents where 
you would be on this ladder.

SELF -  ASSESMENT

1. Monitor your emotional states using an affect grid at 3 
particular times during the week (choose non-significant 
events). In specific:

HOMEWORK STEPSLesson 4
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Think of a ladder (see image) as representing where people 
stand in interpersonal interaction. At the top of the ladder 
are the people who are best off. At the bottom are the people 
who are worst off. The higher up you are on this ladder, the 
closer you are to people at the very top and the lower you 
are, the closer you are to the bottom. Where would you put 
yourself on the ladder? Choose the number whose position 
best represents where you would be on this ladder.

SELF -  ASSESMENT

1. Monitor your active listening skills (paraphrasing, 
reflection, feedback) using a 5-point scale (1-Poor, 
5-excellent) at 3 interpersonal situations during the week 
(choose typical events, e.g. chatting with a friend). 

2. In addition, reflect on what you did to improve 
interpersonal interaction, what you could do, and how the 
other person reacted.

HOMEWORK STEPSLesson 5
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Think of a ladder (see image) as representing where peo-
ple stand in analytical skills (problem solving, decision 
making, critical thinking). At the top of the ladder are the 
people who are best off. At the bottom are the people who 
are worst off. The higher up you are on this ladder, the closer 
you are to people at the very top and the lower you are, the 
closer you are to the bottom. Where would you put yourself 
on the ladder? Choose the number whose position best 
represents where you would be on this ladder.

SELF -  ASSESMENT Think of a ladder (see image) as representing where people 
stand in planning/organizational skills. At the top of the 
ladder are the people who are best off. At the bottom are 
the people who are worst off. The higher up you are on this 
ladder, the closer you are to people at the very top and the 
lower you are, the closer you are to the bottom. Where would 
you put yourself on the ladder? Choose the number whose 
position best represents where you would be on this ladder.

SELF -  ASSESMENT

Lesson 7Lesson 6
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1. Audit your time

Take a week to keep track of exactly how you spend your 
time.

Every activity should be tracked (e.g. showering, eating or 
doing laundry, etc.)

Any new insights?

By looking at your calendar is there anything you can 
reprioritize?

HOMEWORK STEPS

Think of a ladder (see image) as representing where people 
stand in adaptability and flexibility. At the top of the ladder 
are the people who are best off. At the bottom are the people 
who are worst off. The higher up you are on this ladder, the 
closer you are to people at the very top and the lower you 
are, the closer you are to the bottom. Where would you put 
yourself on the ladder? Choose the number whose position 
best represents where you would be on this ladder.

SELF -  ASSESMENT

Lesson 8
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Individual Self-Development Plan (ISDP): Developing the 
best possible self.

1. Imagine your 90th birthday party. Two or three people will 
talk about who you are, what you mean to them, and the role 
you play in their lives. 

2. In an ideal world, where you lived your life as your best 
ideal self, who would like to talk about your life and what 
would you like to hear from them? 

3. Which characteristics/strengths/skills would you like them 
to describe (e.g. good listener in friendly relationships, good 
problem solver etc.)? 

4. Which parts of yourself that you have improved/devel-
oped, you would like to be mentioned?

5. Which of your values would you like to be mentioned?

6. Which important personal goals you have managed to 
achieve in line with these values?

7. Any difficulties/hardships you have encountered in achiev-
ing these objectives? How did you manage to resolve these 
difficulties?

8. What thoughts go through your mind as you hear them 
describing yourself? How do you feel?

FINAL HOMEWORK FIDELITY
QUESTIONNAIRE

STEPS
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